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Book smarts
A new art exhibit responds to the advent of e-readers while celebrating class
book design

BY DAVID BALZER   February 11, 2011 16:02

You don’t have to be old to have lived through an interesting change

in cultural attitude toward orange-spined Penguins, from nothing-

special to design-object-of-a-high-order. Mercer Union’s new show,

“Out of Print”—which features artists’ responses to the physical

book—has its share of references to Penguins (and Pelicans and

Puffins), along with the contention, outlined in curator Sarah Robayo

Sheridan’s extensive brochure essay, that the book has now, like the

LP or analog photography, become an extinct creative format. It is

thus a newly minted “curio,” ripe for conceptual intervention. This is

true, for the most part, but “Out of Print” is as much about the death of the physical book as it is a

playful celebration of classic, modernist book design—now equally, and perhaps more tragically, dead.

Half of the artists in the show—David Stein, Roula Partheniou and Amy Robinson—are not nostalgic,

necessarily, but do see design as a fascinating container for cultural and social codes. Robinson goes

back, way back, to some of the first European iterations of this—medieval illuminated manuscripts

—adding her own contemporary spin. In Abu Ghraib and Hurricane Katrina, she draws present-day

internet acronyms in large, colourful letters typical of such manuscripts, reducing the catastrophes to,

respectively, ROTFL (Rolling on the Floor Laughing) and AWHFY (Are We Having Fun Yet?). Less glib and

more effective are her beautiful watercolour-and-gouache recreations of well-known covers of classic

novels, among them Camus’ The Stranger and Sartre’s Nausea, with the type scrambled and encrypted.

Book nerds will recognize all of the covers immediately, proof of the enduring sign-power of images, and

of the manner in which design is for many of us, inextricable from the experience of reading.

Stein’s work, which greets viewers in the vitrine of Mercer’s foyer, is a humourous antidote to

Robinson’s. In her brochure essay, Sheridan aptly compares what Stein has done—created dust jackets

for non-existent self-help books, manuals and manifestos—to the crazy-but-real ’50s etiquette guides

and the like at local bookstore The Monkey’s Paw. The titles provide some of the laughs—Coming Out at

Passover, Having a Child Was a Mistake, Remaining Vigilant Against Cooties—but the design, full of the

gravitas and, yes, beauty of mid-century dust-jackets, crucially rounds out the drollery.

Partheniou, whose pieces recreate books and photocopies of books through painting and drawing,

provides a bridge to the show’s other artists, Derek Sullivan, Kristan Horton, Molly Springfield and the

renowned John Latham, whose six-minute, 1971 short-film Britannica, a stop-motion flip-through of the

encyclopedia, is screening in the back room. These artists puzzle over the book as an information-

carrying readymade.

Horton’s project, Oracle, is the least interesting to look at but true to its name, is also the most

prophetic. We all know what e-readers are and will be doing to books. Yet Horton made Oracle—a

machine that uses voice-recognition software to transcribe a book-on-tape version of Homer’s Odyssey

back into print—in 1997. The lesson, McLuhanist through and through, is obvious. Homer, the blind poet

who delivered his epics orally, wouldn’t recognize his work in its current forms. Horton’s result, of which

you can read pages in the exhibit, is a seeming failure—the transcribed sentences make no sense. Still,

the tale exists, encoded. In other words, information persists; it simply depends on the right medium or

teller, which, like the skin of a snake, it sheds when it’s no longer of use.
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